Investigation of the kinetics and mechanisms of the oxidation of cerussite and hydrocerussite by chlorine.
Reactions of representative lead (II) solid phases (hydrocerussite, cerussite) with chlorine were examined in this study. Chlorine consumption profiles for these solids exhibited a lag phase, during which little consumption of chlorine occurred, and an ensuing rapid reaction phase. The durations of these phases were affected by the pH, carbonate, and chlorine concentrations. SEM and XRD data showed that hydrocerussite started to be transformed into cerussite during the lag phase. Kinetic analysis indicated that only the protonated form of HClO drives the autocatalytic oxidation step, which is mediated by dispersed PbO2 crystals. The rate of the noncatalytic oxidation decreased with the increase of carbonate due to the formation of unreactive surface carbonate Pb(II) complexes.